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WATCH REPLAY: ASCCA's Living Your Best
Online Life Conference 2020 (/guestarticles/guest-events/watch-replay-ascca-sliving-your-best-online-life-conference2020.html)
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Roger Clarke - Rescue Your ACS
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On Tuesday 15 December the Australian Computer Society Congress met to elect
three members to vacant positions in the Management Committee.

Computer Clubs Association, and the…

Synology® 2021 AND BEYOND, Coming Soon
These were regular elections. Three more Management Committee members will be elected early next year to
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replace those who have resigned or been removed by Congress.
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Dr Roger Clarke, stood for the position of Treasurer but was defeated by incumbent Arnold Wong. The other MC
positions were `lled by Jo Stewart-Rattray and David Cook.
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Clarke was founder of the Rescue Our ACS Group and has been the driving force behind the push for reform
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within the ACS over the last 18 months. He has been especially critical of the group he calls the ‘clique’ – a group

The countdown has begun for Synology’s

of MC members who supported the commercialisation policies of former CEO Andrew Johnson. Johnson

annual event,…

resigned in July, for reasons that remain unclear, and left in October.
“Two aspects of last week’s ACS Congress meeting were very welcome,” said Clarke in an interview with ACS

CONFERENCE INVITE: Autodesk University

Observer. “The `rst was that the elections for Management Committee and Congress positions reduced the old

2020, Nov 18-20, reimagine what's possible

clique to a small minority on the governing Committee. That hopefully means that aggressive behaviour and
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obstructionism are things of the past, and that the Committee can resume sensible debate and decision-making

invite-autodesk-university-2020-during-

processes.
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“The other positive feature was that it's clear that arguments put to the meeting by the `ve candidates from the
Rescue Your ACS movement were regarded very positively by many Congress members.”
But Clarke says the support did not translate into votes for him and his supporters to the vacant positions.
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“The realpolitik was that the clique still held about a quarter of the 24 votes on Congress. Each of us needed to

possible.html) Starting on the 17th for those

attract support from over two-thirds of the other delegates. Various factors were at work in each election, but the

in the Northern Hemisphere,…

end-result was that none of us achieved that threshold. We're all naturally disappointed about being unable to
make positive contributions from within the two major committees.”
Clarke has previously identi`ed Yohan Ramasundara (Immediate Past President) and Nick Tate (Vice President Membership) as key members of the clique. The ACS Congress voted to remove them both last month, but they
narrowly survived because their removal needed a two thirds majority.
Clarke said he still has some concerns about the composition of the new Management Committee. “Your
interview (/it-industry/interview-with-ian-oppermann,-acs-president-and-rupert-grayston,-acs-ceo.html) with
President Ian Oppermann and CEO Rupert Grayston indicated their intentions to achieve necessary change. They
spoke with the olcial positiveness that's needed when you're running a substantial operation. But they also
acknowledged several of the de`ciencies that need to be addressed, and they committed to doing something
about them.
“Unfortunately, many of the successful candidates are 'safe' options – people who don’t want to be seen to be

WEBINAR INVITE: Dr Jon Gray hosting live
Data Governance Nov 19 at 1pm AEDT, see
video (/guest-articles/guest-events/videointerview-dr-jon-gray-hosting-live-datagovernance-webinar,-nov-19-at-1pmaedt.html)
(/guest-articles/guestevents/video-interview-dr-jongray-hosting-live-datagovernance-webinar,-nov-19-at-1pmaedt.html) Dr Jonathan Gray, the CEO and
Chief Data Scientist at…

rocking the boat by laying out the speci`cs of signi`cant changes of direction. If there aren’t enough people with
the commitment to `x things, the Management Committee may end up wallowing in indecision.
“The ACS needed some change-agents on the inside, rather than them being limited to making submissions from
the outside.”

VIRTUAL TECH SUMMIT INVITE: How to
navigate towards business resiliency
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Clarke says the `rst issue that needs to be addressed, as early as possible in the New Year, is the need for
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`nancial transparency. “Without that, we're all mying blind,” he says. “The formats used in the recent annual report
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and `nancial statements fail to explain to members what the organisation does, where it earns its revenue, and
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where it spends it.
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“There have been substantial increases in revenue over the last few years. This is of course a very good thing,
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because it creates the scope for surplus to be applied to the Society's objectives. But there have also been very

technology leaders had their 2020 plans

substantial increases in expenses, and very limited explanation of where the money goes. The net effect in the

interrupted with the…

most recent `nancial year was 10% more revenue, but 24% less surplus.”
Clarke says the ACS membership is not well informed, and many members remain suspicious about what's been
going on.
“And, surprisingly, the 24 Congress-members appear to be no better-informed than the membership as a whole.
The only way to overcome the trust de`cit is to address the information de`cit. The annual report and `nancial
statements need to be substantially adapted to serve the needs of members and the Congress.
“Once that's done, it will be much easier for discussions to take place about the appropriate priorities for
allocating surplus. Key areas of focus need to be vital improvements in member services, empowerment of the
branches to drive local activities, and ongoing developments in professionalism and certi`cation.”
Clarke says that President Ian Oppermann has signalled his intention to address all of these issues and that
Congress has supported him. “The Management Committee members need to drive these reforms. The other
area that has to be addressed is the process to achieve constitutional reform.
“ACS is saddled with a highly problematical set of rules that allowed the parlous situation of the last two years to
develop. “I proposed to Congress in June that a two-phase process can achieve the objective. First there needs to
be a discussion of principles to underpin the ACS's Constitution. Once sulcient consensus has been achieved, a
draft can be produced to ful`l the agreed principles.”
Clarke says he remains wary of continued delays, but he is now hopeful of real progress during 2021.
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Now’s the Time for 400G Migration
The optical \bre community is anxiously awaiting the bene\ts that 400G capacity per wavelength will
bring to existing and future \bre optic networks.
Nearly every business wants to leverage the latest in digital offerings to remain competitive in their
respective markets and to provide support for fast and ever-increasing demands for data capacity. 400G
is the answer.
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